
Lovell rebellion- April/ May 1486 Lambert Simnel Imposture (Battle of Stoke) 1487 

Nature of 
rebellion 

Led by Viscount Lovell, Richard III’s chamberlain, and the Stafford brothers, Humphrey and Thomas Lambert 
Simnel 

As young boy had been noticed looked like Edward IV. Trained by priest Richard Symonds to pretend to be Richard, 
Duke of York, younger prince in the tower 

What 
happened 

All three had taken ‘sanctuary’ after Battle of Bosworth (sanctuary meant protection in a religious 
building), but burst from their sanctuary to gather troops. Found little support and rebellion 
collapsed 

Richard 
Symonds 

Took Simnel to Ireland, where it was decided it would be better to pretend he was the Earl of Warwick. Henry 
responded by parading the actual Earl of Warwick, at which point John de la Pole, Earl of Lincoln fled the court and 
went to Margaret of Burgundy 

Upshot Taught Yorkists they needed an actual pretender to rally around. Henry changed the law so that 
sanctuary could not be taken if the charge was treason in agreement with the Pope. Lovell escaped 
to Burgundy, younger Stafford Thomas was pardoned; Henry executed 

Earl of 
Kildare  

Deeply anti-Henry, forced to decide whether to support Simnel or not, and stop Henry meddling in Irish affairs. Was 
the most powerful of the pro Yorkist lords 

Views: 
Carpenter 

No serious threat because there was no cause around which to rally Margaret of 
Burgundy 

Convinced by Lovell and de la Pole to support Simnel. Provided an army of 2000 mercenaries (and may have shelter 
Simnel in 1486). When de la Pole and Lovell reached Ireland Kildare decided to support Simnel and crowned him as 
King of England 

The Yorkshire rebellion-1489 4th June 
1487 

Simnel and forces landed in Lancashire and hoped as marched across country would gain support from northern 
lords whom felt excluded by promotion of the Stanleys. Broughtons and Harringtons seemed to support Cause Parliamentary confirmation had been given to fund the fighting of the campaign in Brittany in 1489 

What 
happened 

Earl of Northumberland Henry Percy tried to collect tax in Thirsk in Yorkshire but was assassinated 
(only person killed in whole affair). Thomas Howard (recently released from Tower of London) 
marched north to head off the rebels who melted away before he got there- he proved his loyalty 
once more 

16th June Henry’s army (in reality a force made up mostly of the Earl of Oxford John de Vere’s private retainers) moved quickly 
up north. So too did the mercenary army. They met at Stoke. The rebel army had failed to gather enough support in 
reality and at only 8000 they were easily defeated by the 15,000 troops on the king’s side. 

Upshot Howard led in the north. According to Cunningham the rebellion led to a child head of the Percy 
affinity, effectively increasing Henry’s control of a noble family and increasing his power 

Aftermath All notable English rebels were spared though made to make confessions and sign bonds and recognisances. Lincoln 
and Lovell died; Simnel was captured and made to work in the king’s kitchens 

The Perkin Warbeck affair- 1491-1499 Views: 
Carpenter 

Was a serious threat but because of who Henry had supporting him he actually had little to fear 

1491 A man named John Osbeck, born in Tournai was presented in Ireland, claiming to be Prince 
Richard, younger son of Edward IV. Finds little support 

Views: Guy Battle of Stoke posed a serious threat because of its dynastic nature 

1492 Taken in by Charles VIII in France, but upon signing Treaty of Etaples Charles forced him to leave The Cornish rising January 1497 

1493 Taken in by Margaret of Burgundy (Richard III’s sister), so Henry called off trade between England 
and Burgundy 

Cause Henry was granted right by parliament to collect taxation of £120,000- a huge sum in order to fight the Scots if 
fighting broke out (in the event it didn’t). Cornish were incensed at having to pay 

Henry’s 
actions 

Infiltrated Warbeck’s inner circle and had agents study his movements Events 15,000 marched to London led by Flamanck and Joseph, adding Lord Audley on the way around Exeter. Initially 
defeated a small army led by Lord Daubeney.  They reached Blackheath but were defeated by an army intended for 
the Scots in June 1494 Warbeck taken in by Maximilian who promises to fund his army, but in the event does not 

1495 Having left the court of Maximilian, Warbeck invades England with a small force in Deal. However, 
he is headed off and cannot even land his ship. He flees to Scotland. Henry was aware of the plot 
because of his spy Sir Robert Clifford. Clifford also demonstrates that William Stanley, Henry’s 
chamberlain is involved, and Stanley is executed 

Upshot Huge fines for those involved and Daubeney’s lack of speed in dealing with the issue saw him placed under bonds 

1496 Warbeck flees to Scotland but is disgusted at the violence of the Scots in border raids. He flees to 
Ireland again. Henry opens negotiations with James IV over marriage between him and Margaret. 

Second 
uprising 

Warbeck tried to cash in on Henry’s lack of support by invading with a small force in September. Managed to gain 
some Cornish support but Daubeney was sent to defeat him. Upon hearing of this Warbeck fled and was captured. 

1497 Desperate, Warbeck tries to invade England again in Cornwall, using the Cornish rising as a way of 
gaining support. He is captured and detained in the Tower 

The Earl of Suffolk- Edmund de la Pole. 1498-1506 

 
1498 

 
Warbeck plots to flee the tower with Edward Earl of Warwick 

1498 Suffolk fled to Flanders in rebellion but was persuaded to return shortly afterwards. Henry begins to trail him with 
spies 

 
1499 

 
Henry finally has Warwick and Warbeck executed 

1501 Fled again in rebellion against Henry to the court of Maximillian  

1502-1504 Henry gives Maximilian £10,000. In response Maximilian sends Edmund away. He goes to Aix la Chapelle.  

Extent of 
threat 

Very real, although some historians suggest through his use of spies Henry was aware of the threat 
and allowed it to grow so he could use it to finally execute Warbeck (who was a foreigner) and 
remove the threat from Warwick 

1504-1506 Henry passes Acts of Attainder against anyone remotely connected to Edmund. Suffolk makes his way to the court of 
Philip of Burgundy. After signing of Treaty of Windsor in 1506 Suffolk is handed to Henry on condition he is not 
executed 



 


